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9031 2011 SAINT-AUBIN PREMIER CRU AOC
72.50
42.- €
LES MURGERS DES DENTS DE CHIEN
DOMAINE LARUE
Notes
Le saint-aubin 1er cru Murgers des Dents de Chien a une robe scintillante avec des reflets verts. Il développe toujours des notes très minérales qu'il puise dans son terroir. La bouche s'exprime tout d'abord en
finesse puis gagne en intensité. La finale est riche et élogieuse. Cette cuvée produit environ 7 000 bouteilles.
7995 2009 NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES AOC
84.50
49.- €
LES LAVIERES
DOMAINE DANIEL RION ET FILS
Notes de Robert Parker ( 89 ):
This wine is light-colored and displays aromas of black cherries and blueberries. It is broad, velvetytextured, intense, well-delineated, medium-to-full-bodied, and filled with rich and supple blackberries
and plums.
7994 2009 POMMARD AOC
79.48.- €
VILLAGE
DOMAINE DUBREUIL FONTAINE
Notes de Robert Parker (88)
The Pommard Villages has bright red cherry and crushed strawberry bouquet: not complex yet it comes
across as "playful". The palate is full of crunchy red fruit, plenty of black pepper here with a wellstructured, quite tensile finish
9248 2009 CÔTE RÔTIE AOC
126.50
72.- €
BRUNE ET BLONDE
DOMAINE GUIGAL
Notes de Robert Parker (94) :
Possessing additional richness, the 2009 Cote Rotie Brune et Blonde boasts rocking cassis, scorched earth and chocolate to go
with more classic cured meats, mineral and violet-like nuances that emerge with time in the glass. Full-bodied, gorgeously pure, with a core of sweet fruit, it too will totally thrill over the coming decade or more.
8762 2007 BAROLO
110.66.- €
SARMASSA
DOMAINE MARCHESI DI BAROLO
Notes de Robert Parker (91)
The 2007 Barolo Sarmassa is a big, powerful wine laced with dark cherries, plums, mint and leather, all of which
come to life on a broad-shouldered frame supported by firm tannins. The Sarmassa impresses for its energy, focus
and vitality, which it expresses while retaining an understated personality. Anticipated maturity: 2015-2025.
7204 2005 LA CREU ALTA
PRIORAT DOC

178.- €
VINYES MAS ROMANI

98.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92)
La Creu Alta is a glass-coating opaque purple color with an expressive perfume of minerals, Asian spices, incense, and kinky
wild blue and black berry aromas. On the palate it has superb concentration, impeccable balance marked by lively acidity,
savory flavors, and exceptional length.

7578 2006 CHÂTEAU BELLEFONT BELLECIER
143.- €
83.- €
SAINT-EMILION AOC
MAGNUM
GRAND CRU CLASSE
Notes de Robert Parker (89-91) :
While the dark ruby/purple-tinged 2006 may not equal the brilliance of the 2005, it is a successful effort
exhibiting aromas of coffee beans, roasted herbs, black cherries, plums, and earth. With medium to full body,
moderate levels of sweet tannin, and a long finish, this sleeper of the vintage should drink nicely between 20102020.
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PROMOTION DE GRANDS VINS DE BORDEAUX
8280 2010 LES HAUTS DE SMITH BLANC
71.50.- €
42.- €
CHÀTEAU SMITH HAUT LAFITTE PESSAC LEOGNAN
DOMAINE CAUDALIE

Notes de Robert Parker (87) :
Medium-bodied and crisp, with fig and citrus notes, the second wine of Smith Haut Lafitte, the 2010 Les Hauts de Smith,
shows quite well. It doesn’t have the body or richness its sibling, but it is well-made and merits interest
7206 2000 CHÂTEAU BARRABAQUE
63.50.- €
CUVEE PRESTIGE
CANON FRONSAC AOC DOMAINE NOEL

37.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (89) :
A delicious, open-knit style of wine with a dense ruby/plum color, sweet black cherry and black currant fruit
and some sandy earth tones in the background, this 2009 is medium-bodied and nicely concentrated, with no
hard edges.
7782 2006 CHÂTEAU LAFLEUR GAZIN
POMEROL AOC
DOMAINE MME DELFOUR-BORDERIE

76.50 €

46.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (88) :

Dark ruby/plum with notes of garrigue a la Provence, roasted meats, plum, and black cherry, this wine
has good grip, relatively elevated tannins for the levels of concentration, and medium body. It is a good,
meaty, masculine style of wine to drink over the next 12-15 years
8050

2006 CHÂTEAU LUCHEY HALDE
PESSAC LEOGNAN A.O.C.

66.-.- €

2000 CHÂTEAU SAINT DOMINGUE
SAINT-EMILION A.O.C. GRAND CRU

244.- €

39.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (88-90) :
One of the few remaining vineyards within the city limits of Merignac (home to Bordeaux’s burgeoning airport),
this high-class blend of 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Merlot, and the rest Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot exhibits juicy, sweet, smoky notes of berries, cranberries, herbs, and minerals. Lush and richly fruity with
sweet tannin as well as a round, gentle finish,
5989

128.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (92) :

Undoubtedly the most impressive Saint-Domingue I have tasted, this wine tastes like proprietor Clement Fayat's
La Dominique on steroids, opaque purple-colored with a glorious nose of creme de cassis, vanilla, chocolate, and
espresso. This chewy, low-acid, plump, full-bodied wine is dense, rich, with great intensity, purity, and plenty of
power. This is obviously a modern-styled St.-Emilion, but a huge crowd-pleaser and a wine capable of lasting 1215 more years, possibly longer.
4042 1997 CHÂTEAU LA CRFOIX DE LABRIE
SAINT-EMILION GRAND CRU AOC
DOMAINE PUZIO LESAGE

171.- €

94.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (90-94) :

Made by Jean-Luc Thunevin (of Valandraud fame), this wine, from a microscopic estate, will be nearly impossible to
find, but those lucky enough to find a bottle are in for one of the vintage's great tasting experiences. A saturated, viscous
black/purple color suggests unbelievable texture and richness. Tasters' palates will get lost in the thick, rich, intense
concentration of this full-bodied St.-Emilion. It possesses oodles of jammy blackberry and currant fruit nicely buttressed
by moderate tannin and toasty oak. Thick, full-bodied, and spectacularly long, this fabulous effort should age effortlessly
for 15-20 years. It is an unqualified sleeper of the vintage, but who will be able to find it?
4236

1997 CHÂTEAU FILHOT
SAUTERNES PREMIER CRU AOC
DOMAINE COMTE DE VAUCELLES

70.-

40.- €

Notes de Robert Parker (87) :
An elegant, medium-bodied wine with scents of quince, orange marmalade, and pineapple presented in a moderately-endowed aromatic profile, this Sauternes displays moderate sweetness, excellent ripeness and purity,
and a tasty, harmonious personality

